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Legal Disclaimer

Own Responsibility 
Participants should read and understand this section carefully in
order to clarify uncertainties or ambiguities regarding legal and
financial matters directly or indirectly related to the contents of this
document, and to avoid unnecessary difficulties, disputes, and legal
actions in the future. Should you have any uncertainty in making a
decision or taking action regarding this document, you must consult
a suitable expert.

Compliance with tax obligation  
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what,

if any, taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The Website's owners

or authors are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to

transactions . 

Investment Risks 
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited
for all investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals,
level of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade
cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.
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Our CryptoARC game is an NFT P2E game, that is, a money-making
gambling game as a new generation RPG game. The gamer can
grow the items acquired in the game and sell them in our NFT
market, or strengthen my character with those items. In addition,
gamers can purchase NFT items using ARC in the NFT market and
equip them to their characters to increase their character's level.
ARC can be purchased on Cryptocurrency Exchanges where ARC is
listed. 

Board games such as GoStop and poker are now out of date, and
the current trend is P2E games. 

In other words, RPG games that make money are hitting the world.
The traditional go-stop or poker game market was formed only in
Korea, but now the p2e game is a huge market all over the world.
Today's young people are crazy about P2E games. 

This is the reality of today's generation who drop out of school, beat
their company, and cling to money-making games. The generation
of people who make money from hundreds to hundreds of millions
of dollars a month by playing games on mobile has arrived. 
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What is CryptoARC?
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What is NFT?
NFT stands for ’non-fungible token‘ and represents a unit of data
stored on a blockchain. Unlike Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies,
each token here certifies that a digital asset is one of a kind and
therefore cannot be replaced with anything else. The NFT concept
is a perfect fit for the Sports and Esports industry. NFT not only
expands its boundaries but also changes the equity distribution
model of sports assets. ARC has identified early and is trail blazing
the market with its NFT-solution. 
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BackGround Of NFT

In 2017, the NFT industry market cap was measured at just

over $30 million. 

In 2018, the crypto winter hit the market and was notably a

down year for the blockchain industry. However, the NFT

market cap rose by 33%, weighing in at $40 million. 

In 2019, the market cap continued on its path of growth. At

the end of the year, it was at roughly $141.56 million.

2020 was the breakthrough - NFT transactions tripled,

reaching more than $338.04 million. 

 Today’s entertainment, sports, art, esports, and gaming

industries are buzzing about NFTs. This includes musicians

earning millions of dollars through releasing their own NFTs,

to professional athletes launching their own NFT companies

and sport clubs looking for opportunities to mint their own

fan tokens.

NFTs where born with Crypto Kitties in 2017 and went
mainstream in 2020. It is certainly not news that people are
crazily in love with cats, but such an obsession with digital kittens
may still be surprising to some. Since then, NFTs have seen
explosive growth with evolving technologically and have been
earning a passionate user-base. 
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The market cap of NFT shows a fast-moving development, growing
nearly tenfold between 2018 and 2020. NFTs have rapidly gained
popularity among athletes, artists, celebrities, and influencers as a
way to digitize their brands or IP rights. Any fan, no matter if they
admire a music band, a football team, or Harry Potter books, loves
to collect merch and memorabilia, and won’t miss the chance to
get to a Meet & Greet, a concert, or a match (as soon as the
pandemic is over). Thus, it’s only natural that dedicated fans and
collectors are so into NFTs. The new way of collection and fan
experience

Standards and protocols 
Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs smart contracts:
applications that run exactly as programmed without any
possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third-party
interference. These apps run on a custom-built blockchain, an
enormously powerful shared global infrastructure that can
move value around and represent the ownership of property.

Binance Smart Chain (introduced by Binance) offers users a
platform to build and develop decentralized applications. It is
entirely programmable and supports smart contracts. Binance
Smart Chain is considered a parallel blockchain, creating a dual-
chain system by bringing programmability to Binance Chain.
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An ERC20 token is a standard used for creating and
issuing smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain.
Smart contracts can then be used to create a smart
property or tokenized assets that people can invest
in. ERC stands for "Ethereum request for comment,"
and the ERC20 standard was implemented in 2015.

BEP20 is a Binance token standard which allows users to deploy
fungible tokens or cryptocurrencies on BSC. More specifically,
leading crypto assets on other chains can be transferred to the
Binance smart chain in the form of pegged BEP20 tokens.
Creating a token on the bsc platform is surpassingly easy.

ERC721 is a standard for representing ownership of non-
fungible tokens, that is, where each token is unique. ERC721 is a
more complex standard than ERC20, with multiple optional
extensions, and is split across a number of contracts.

ERC721A is an implementation of IERC721 with significant gas
savings for minting multiple NFTs in a single transaction. The
Azuki contract will enable minting multiple NFTs for essentially
the same cost of minting a single NFT. We partnered with an
external security consultant to ensure our approach is sound

IPFS enables users to store and retrieve content based on a
“fingerprint” of the content itself (a cryptographic hash called a
CID). By putting an IPFS CID in an NFT, that NFT directly
references the data itself rather than a brittle HTTP link. IPFS
itself is not data storage – it's a layer on top of data storage. Our
game's NFT information is stored in IPFS.



Play-to-Earn games, also called P2E games or even just crypto
games, are games that have Cryptocurrency and  NFTs as an
integral part of the gameplay. Often, instead of buying the game,
you buy stuff within it, like characters or weapons or, well, just
about anything.

The P2E model is attractive for the gaming studios as it benefits
from each transaction made with its tokens and NFTs – all without
any intermediary taking a cut of the profits. Plus P2E games are
globally available and instantly playable by anyone.

To play their favorite games and make big money, the current
generation is driving a craze for P2E games all over the world RPG
NFT games and coins are craze.

This is because these games use the blockchain technology of
cryptocurrencies to allow people to receive payments from their
gameplay.

The global Play-to-Earn NFT Games market size will reach USD
2985.8 million in 2028, growing at a CAGR of 22.1% over the
analysis period 2022-2028.
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What is P2E Games?



Now that we've established what P2E is, it's evident that this is an

idea that's just getting started. After all, NFTs have only been

around for a few years, yet there are already NFT games all over

the place that allow you to earn real money while playing.

In the coming years, peer-to-peer games will grow increasingly

popular. The ability to earn cryptos and NFTs while playing games

is quite appealing, as is the ability to exert unprecedented levels of

control over your in-game assets. P2E gaming will finally become

mainstream once major gaming studios completely adopt

blockchain technology.
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Future Of P2E Games
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As the world enters the 5G era, the trend is clearly changing, and

Someone quit my company to make money in P2E games, earn

money and play their favorite online games. It's about putting

everything in P2E games. P2E games are the most powerful games

that can be shared by everyone around the world in today's 5G era.

Our CyptoARC Game is beyond imagining to generate astronomical

sales in terms of revenue generation. Whoever owns a lot of

chickens in the game gets a huge source of income .
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ARC is made with BEP20. Why?
BEP-20 is a token standard on Binance Smart Chain that extends
ERC-20, the most common Ethereum token standard. You can think
of it as a blueprint for tokens that defines how they can be spent,
who can spend them, and other rules for their usage. Due to its
similarity to Binance Chain’s BEP-2 and Ethereum’s ERC-20, it’s
compatible with both. 

BEP-20 was conceived as a technical specification for Binance Smart
Chain, with the goal of providing a flexible format for developers to
launch a range of different tokens. These could represent anything
from shares in a business to dollars stored in a bank vault (i.e., a
stablecoin)

The CryptoARC ARC token was created with Binance BEP20. In the
case of Ethereum, the transmission cost is too high due to the price
increase, which is burdening users. So, we reviewed Binance Smart
Chain made by Binance and Polygon made by Matic, but decided to
use BSC in consideration of scalability, compatibility, and
transmission cost.

After acquiring an item in the game, gamers can exchange the
item for ARC tokens at the NFT exchange serviced by the
foundation. ARC tokens are listed and traded on general
cryptocurrency exchanges and can be exchanged for Fiat
Currency.

https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/token
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/an-introduction-to-erc-20-tokens
https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/bep-2
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/what-are-stablecoins


ARC Specifications
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Token type : BEP20 
Name : CryptoARC 
Symbol : ARC
Decimals : 18
Max supply : 700,000,000 
Total supply : 300,000,000 
Role : CryptoARC NFT Game Platform
Blockchain : BSC (Binance Smart Chain)



Crypto Arc is a P2E game divided into 36 levels. To start the game in
the first stage, you can play the game by equipping items such as
swords or armor and shields for about 1 USD to 1000USD. In
addition, they can play the game only if they have items that you can
fight with your opponent first.

Also, when they grow step by step, they need to eat growth items,
that is, growth vitamins to go up from stage 1 to stage 2, and after
jumping to stage 2, they can sell stage 1 items at a higher price than
the purchase price on the NFT exchange.
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How much can you earn with ARC?
Today's young people are crazy about P2E games This is the reality
of today's generation who drop out of school, beat their company,
and cling to money-making games. The generation of people who
make money from hundreds to hundreds of millions of dollars a
month by playing games on mobile has arrived. 

Levels 



Character goods and items chickens have a limited number like

Bitcoin, so it is a game where wealth accumulation is applied to who

starts the game first and has a lot of chickens. Users will be

immersed in the game to get the first win. 

Users with a lot of chickens have a huge income every day. They flock

to make money by selling eggs, chicks, chickens, items and coins.

There are super YouTubers in each country for user recruitment.

When the game YouTuber explains and broadcasts the game, many

gamers flock to it, so it is not difficult to collect users. 

The initial funds are huge because early users have to purchase

about $1,000 of items to start the game. Those who are starting

Crypto Arc Coin now will know that it is equivalent to purchasing the

current Bitcoin at 10,000 KRW.
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PET System

Through the PET system, the user selects the

desired Pet and then proceeds with the battle.

 You can farm pets by purchasing feed, eggs

hatch into chicks, and lay eggs when they grow

into chickens. 

PET level can be upgraded using Arc Coins -

Acquired (Golden Egg) through the slot

machine as a pet leveled up through feed

You must reach level 16 to obtain a powerful item, a chicken, which

must be purchased or obtained through war. 

 You can raise chickens by purchasing feed, and as the chickens

grow, they lay eggs. (Chickens and eggs can be sold for NFT on the

Marketplace.) 

 Having chickens increases the user's combat power and makes it

easier to win battles. - Chicken items have a fixed issuance like

Bitcoin. (As time goes by, it becomes difficult to obtain chickens and

eggs.



In addition, it is a system that can make huge profits if they have

many chicken farms by laying eggs without selling chickens.

At level 25, they can form a guild with five users as a team. Those

golden eggs lay more eggs than regular white chickens, hatch faster,

and grow very quickly.
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There are a total of 36 stages in the game, and when they reach
stage 16, they will have a farm in their username and they will be
eligible to get chickens. At first, they have to buy a chicken, and if
they fight and steal the chicken, they can sell the chicken right away
or they can raise it on the farm. If they hatch it and sell it, the user
can earn more money. They can also get bigger profits by raising
chicks and selling them as chickens.
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If guild members breed chickens and lay eggs, they can lay golden
eggs and sell them 20 times more expensive than normal eggs.

The higher the level of level 17 or higher, the more
chickens lay eggs, and the faster you can farm, the
higher the profit. 
 

If there are ten golden chickens on the farm, the
user has a profit that exceeds the level of any small
and medium-sized business. Our game is a game
where they earn money by fighting to steal items or
chickens.

The fee that users can buy and sell items or chickens on the NFT

exchange is 1.7%. Since one issued item is bought and sold more

than 30 times a month, the fee for one item is an average of 51%

per month. Please note that the item price fluctuates high from time

to time.
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Our Game
It is an RPG that can clear various dungeons and farm

special items through the collection of various battle

characters that can experience continuous growth and

various episodes utilizing the characteristics of an idle

RPG and strategic party composition.

Genre : RPG
 

View Point : Quarter view/Back View
 Combat Method : Automatic Battle/Use of various skills

 
Main System : Initial Battle Using infinite Growth

Supported OS : WEB Game
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Collect over 80 unique and diverse
characters

Character growth promotion and
awakening 
Character promotion system :

Increase the character's ability by raising the character's
grade.
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Character awakening system :

Develop character skills through awakening.

Party effect system to help you strategically organize
your party :
Additional effects occur when forming a party by gathering
characters of the same race

Additional effects occur when forming a party by gathering
characters of the same race
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Collect Artifacts to Become Stronger

When you collect and equip various artifacts, the character becomes

stronger due to the artifact effect. Relics can be obtained through

boss battles, and characters that have been strengthened through

relics help make the game easier. Unique Artifacts greatly increase the

stats of certain characters.

Enhancement and Awakening and Synthesis
system for more powerful artifacts
Enhance the acquired artifacts using reincarnation stones. Collect 5

relics upgraded to the maximum value and become more powerful

through awakening & synthesizing. When awakening is successful,

the number of stars of the artifact increases.If the synthesis is

successful, it will be converted into a new artifact of a higher grade

with a probability.



Guild System 

3 or more users can create a guild to activate communication with

other users.

The guild rank changes depending on the user's participation in the

guild. (Guild points are awarded for each battle participation.) 

you can obtain golden eggs through pet breeding among guild

members. - Guild level is upgraded by donation.
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Interesting Relationship Between
characters is also a relationship system

Shows associations between heroes. 
You can use the bond effect as a reward when collecting bonds
(no overlapping use). 
There is a separate reward according to the collection rate of the
bond system.
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Our Sales Strategy 
It focuses on collecting and growing through characters that are
characteristic of RPG games. 
Character Gacha System (drawing probability items)
Attendance package with retention and billing at once 
Package items for each stage tailored to each user's ability  Various
convenience items. (Strengthening of stats, playing at 3x speed,
additional rewards, etc.)
 Advertising revenue through convenience effect.

CryptoARC MarketPlace 
In-game shop characters and items purchase with NFT at Crypto

Arc MarketPlace 

Level-up characters and newly created items through breeding

are sold as NFTs in MarketPlace



NFTs were introduced in gaming as a way to provide players with
verifiable ownership over the virtual products they acquire in a game.
When a player purchases items such as costumes and weapons in
crypto NFT games, they get to keep the items and can use them as
they wish. This scenario isn't possible with the centralized system of
traditional games, where real asset ownership is with the game
developers. 

CryptoKitties is one of the world’s widely recognized crypto games.
The game allows players to buy, breed, and sell virtual cats. The kitty
is an actual NFT that increases in value as players play the game. The
game became so popular that one kitty was sold for more than
$100,000.

Game items have ownership issues. NFT solves the ownership
problem. Players can keep all the assets they get from the games
they play and use them as they please. They can be traded to
increase value, earn cryptocurrency, or transfer to other games that
support NFT.
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Worldwide NFT Game Trend



Road Map  
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2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

1.Game Development and Update

2.New Investment Review

3.Business Plan and Feasibility Review

4.NFT Exchange Platfoam Development

5.Item Development and design

6.Marketing Promotion

7.Game Upgrade And Further Development



Team and Advisor
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Kim, Hyung Joong
- Korea University,  Professor,
Graduate School of
Information Security
- (Incorporated Association)
President, Metaverse Media
Association 

Park, Bong Gyu 
- Chairman, Korea CEO
Summit
- Chairman of World
Blockchain Summit Marbles

Park, Seong Jun
Director of Dongguk
University Blockchain
Research Center/CEO of
Davius Co., Ltd. / Ph.D. in
Cryptography

Kobby Isik
Rose Water, CEO
World-class Blockchain Leader

Heo, Gun Woo
Director, MBC  Broadcasting
CEO,  Majung INT Co., Ltd.
Served as President of the Broadcast
Camera and Video Association
Served as the organizer of the Korea
Video Contest

Vazgen Yeghizar
CEO of EDC Blockchain



Foundation
35%

    Investors
20%

Liquidity Pool
20%

     Adviros
5%

Community Sale
5%Team

5%

      Business Partnership
5%
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Tokenomics 



Items Distribution
Rate

Note

Community Sale 5% For Presale

Foundation 35%
Reservation for project

stability, scalability, and
business advancement

Advisors 5% For Key Contributor or Advisor

Team 5% Incentives paid to the team

Investors 20%

5% is given to additional
investors as incentives and the
remaining 15% is reserved for
future use

Liquidity Pool 20%
Reservation for platform

stability and stabilization of
token supply in the market

Marketing 5% For Marketing

Business Partnership 5%
Using to retain the

participation of partners who
collaborated on the project

Total 100%  
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Tokenomics 
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THANK YOU.
NFT game ‘CryptoArc’ that will achieve

great success like a Hurricane

Foundation SMC Limited

ROOM 2112C, 21/F, WITTY COMMERCIAL BLD, NOS.
1A-1L TUNG CHOI STREET, KOWLOO HONGKONG


